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Speaking from a standpoint of one that has always been impressed by the 

monolithic skylines of the world, I was eager to get my hands on this album 

and the very fact it has been brought into the world by the genius of Keith 

Richie’s guiding hand, makes it even more appealing. 

The opener is luxurious, a veritable tapestry of smooth electronic blissful 

music, as we start with Seattle Walk (AV). This has a delightful floating melody 

that draws us picturesque moments in a panoramic vista of musical happiness, 

the balance between keyboards and drums makes this a perfectly balanced 

opening piece to enjoy thoroughly. 

We move with a deep resonating rumble towards the City of Angels, one can 

really feel like we are descending lower in our musical plane journey and the 

sites and movement have just become part of our first view. The percussion 

joins at just under the half way mark, leaving a superb layer of time, for the 

track to build up its suspense filled energy, to a really intense moment that 

never leaves the composition. 

Back in 2011 a friend of mine, Geigertek (Neil Fellows) released an album 

called Soundtrack for City Living, this album has that similar aspect, in its 

energy and style, to prove this point to all fans of that album, take a listen to 

the real EM power track entitled Windy City, a pulsating beat, almost Berlin 

School in its arrangement, this is one stylish and classic electronic track that 

really illustrates the windy streets and skylines of Chicago to a tee. 

I have already fallen in love with this album and I am only at number 4, this 

release from Richie has it all, slow sullen movements, classy up beat segments 



and the production is simply sublime. Now I mentioned to Keith in a 

conversation about his music and the film Assault on Prescient 13 and 

personally I think that fans of that film would be more than happy to have Lost 

in Beijing (AV) as its new soundtrack.  This is one quite amazing piece of music, 

the tempo is absolutely on the money and the depth of composition and 

performance is that good, it’s easily comparable with the genius of Vangelis, 

this is simply awesome and one of my favourite pieces off the release! 

We move now into the second half of the album and we go long form, with the 

track Manhattan Nights, I took off once at night from Atlanta Hartsfield and 

the view will remain with me forever, it was breath-taking, as is this piece, its 

over 11 minutes long and its worth every single second. The start is deeply 

moody, as if one was stepping out into the streets in the early hours of a new 

day and the dark realms of a magical city scape were all around in a display of 

light and glory. 

The synths here create a lush backdrop of sonic sound, but the mood of this 

piece is so deep and vast, that you feel completely taken back by the supreme 

majesty of this ever so dramatic composition, the Blade Runner effect is in 

operation and yes, here Keith Richie once more has manifest something 

utterly stunning that would have fit that film or any future movie, with a 

science fiction theme, please also note the level of emotion layered into this 

piece as well, its deeply moving. 

Sun in Central Park, well I never had enough time in the U.S to visit there, but I 

have flown over it! This is a far lighter piece in its nature and the tempo is 

slightly more elevated and this is somewhat like our plane taking off again, as 

we fly over the city and gaze down below, there is a sun filled sense of 

movement in this piece that becomes so very attractive to listen to, as this 

piece continues onwards and upwards. 

The vibrancy of Seven Hills was infectious; the deep pulsating bass style 

rhythm here is almost ethnic in its construction and for me had a sense of 

Native American energy built within it, this is a track that has a level of passion 

combined with an almost danceable beat that is as addictive as it is fresh and 

exciting. 



The penultimate piece is called Big Dreams. This is a really clever track from 

Richie that almost has a slow emotional rock ethic inside the arrangement. At 

times here I almost wanted to sing, I’ll be waiting for a girl like you” by 

Foreigner. But all joking aside, we then flow into a beautiful melody, and the 

keyboards and talents of Keith Richie create a really light but dreamy 

composition that’s like a slow walk, down a sun kissed street, on a helicon day, 

and with this music as its soundtrack, how could it not be. 

So we move to our last piece from the album Skylines by Keith Richie. I loved 

Goodbye Dubai (AV) this is a perfect ending piece and contains such a level of 

emotion that it nearly moved me to tears. For the last time our musical 

airborne transport leaves its destination and our journey is done. This piece is 

extremely gentle and very respectful in its overall composition and 

performance, a track of outstanding natural beauty perhaps, and I defy you not 

to be moved also. 

Skylines by Keith Richie is, in a word, incredible. I have enjoyed every single 

second of the experience, which thankfully I can relive time and time again and 

dear listener and reader, I want you to do the same also, I urge you to immerse 

yourself into the world of Skylines by Keith Richie, it is one of the most 

meaningful albums I have heard for a long time, as you can tell this album 

touched my heart and soul and it may even do the same for you, this is one of 

those rare releases that comes along now and again and in my opinion is 

undeniably superb and faultless. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


